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Abstract. This paper deals with an annotation-based decisional system. The 
decisional system we present is based on multidimensional databases, which are 
composed of facts, dimensions, measures, hierarchies and parameters. The 
expertise of decision-makers is modelled, shared and stored through 
annotations. These annotations allow decision-makers to make an active 
reading and to collaborate with other decision-makers about a common analysis 
project. Each annotation may be related to multidimensional structures as well 
as to values available in multidimensional tables. 
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1   Introduction & Motivations 

Multidimensional data analysis consists in manipulations through aggregations of 
data drawn from various transactional databases. This approach is often based on 
multidimensional databases (MDB). MDB schemas are composed of facts and 
dimensions; facts model subjects of analysis whereas each dimension represents an 
analysis axis [11]. In this context, decision-making consists in analysing these 
multidimensional data. Nevertheless, due to its numeric nature it is often difficult to 
interpret business data, simply by looking at it. To make a decision from 
multidimensional data, decision-makers must analyse and interpret data. This 
expertise that can be considered as an immaterial capital is very valuable but it is not 
exploited in traditional multidimensional systems. 

As paper annotations convey information between readers [10], we argue that 
annotations may support this immaterial capital coming from decision-makers on 
MDB. In the context of decisional-support systems, we consider an annotation as a 
high value-added component of MDB from the users’ point of view. Such 
components can be used for a personal use to remind any information concerning 
studied data as well as for a collective use to share information that makes complex 
analyses easier. This collective use of annotations would be the base to build an 
expertise memory that stores decisions, commentaries in analysis context, etc. 
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This paper addresses the problem of integrating the annotation concept into MDB 
management systems. Annotations are designed with the objective of assisting 
decision-makers and making their expertise persistent and reusable. 

Related works and discussion. To the best of our knowledge, the integration of 
annotations in multidimensional databases has not been studied yet. The closest works 
are related to annotation integration in relational database management systems. First, 
in the DBNotes system [12, 1, 2, 5], zero or several annotations are associated to a 
relation component. These annotations are transparently propagated along as data is 
being transformed (through SQL queries). This annotation system traces the origin 
and the flow of data. Second, the authors of [6] and [7] specify an annotation oriented 
data model for the manipulation and the querying of both data and annotations. This 
model is based on the concept of block to annotate both a single value and a set of 
values. The authors also introduce MONDRIAN, a prototype implementation of the 
annotation practice. Third, similar to the previous systems, the works described in [3] 
and [4] consist in annotating relational data. DBNotes and MONDRIAN use 
relational data to express annotations whereas this last work models annotations using 
XML. The model also allows users to cross-reference related annotations. 

As conceptual structures of a multidimensional database are semantically richer, 
the outlined works cannot be directly applied to our context. That is why we specify a 
specific model to annotate MDB; it consists the following properties: 

− An annotation is characterised by a type, an author, and a creation date. 
− Annotations can be traced according to an ancestor link. These cross-references 

are stored to facilitate collaborative work through discussion threads. 
− Each annotation is associated to an anchor. The anchor is a path expression for 

associating annotations to the MDB components (structure or value). Thanks to 
this anchor, annotations can be associated to different levels of granularity. 

− To facilitate user interactions, annotations are defined and displayed through a 
conceptual view of the MDB where the annotations are transparently propagated 
and stored into R-OLAP structures. 

Paper outline. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
extends a conceptual multidimensional model for integrating annotations. Section 3 
describes an R-OLAP system to manage annotations into MDB. 

2   An Annotation-featured Multidimensional Model 

We extend the conceptual multidimensional model defined in [11]. 

2.1   Multidimensional Concepts 

The conceptual model we define represents data as a constellation [9] regrouping 
several subjects of analysis (facts), which are studied according to several axes of 
analysis (dimensions) possibly shared between facts. 

Definition. A constellation is defined as (NC, FC, DC, StarC, AnnotateC) where NC 
is the constellation name, FC is a set of facts, DC is a set of dimensions, StarC: FC→2DC 



associates each fact to its linked dimensions, AnnotateC is a set of global annotations 
of the constellation elements (see section 3). 

A dimension reflects information according to which subjects will be analysed. A 
dimension is composed of parameters organised through one or several hierarchies. 

Definition. A dimension Di is defined by (NDi, ADi, HDi, ExtDi) where NDi is the 
dimension name, ADi = {a1,…, aq} ∪{Id, All} is a set of dimension attributes, HDi = 
{H Di

1,…, HDi
W} is a set of hierarchies, ExtDi = {i Di

1,…, iDi
Y} is a set of dimension 

instances, called dimension extension. Each dimension instance is defined by 
∀k∈[1..Y], iDi

k = [Id:id, a1:v1,…, aq:vq, All:all] where “id” is an unique identifier, 
“v1,…, vq, all” are dimension attribute values. 

Dimension attributes are modelled according to one or several hierarchies, which 
organise data granularities of analysis data. 

Definition. A hierarchy HDi
j is defined by (NHDi

j, P
HDi

j, WAHDi
j) where NHDi

j is the 
hierarchy name, PHDi

j = <Id, p1,… ,ps ,All> is an ordered set of dimension attributes, 
called parameters, ∀k∈[1..s], pk∈ADi. Each parameter specifies a granularity level of 
the analysis. The WAHDi

j : P
HDi

j → 2ADi function associates each parameter to a set of 
weak attributes for adding semantic information to the parameter. Note that all 
hierarchies start from the root parameter noted Id and all hierarchies end to the 
extremity parameter noted All. 

A fact regroups indicators called measures that have to be analysed according to 
several linked dimensions. 

Definition. A fact Fi is defined by (NFi, MFi, ExtFi, IStarFi) where NFi is the fact 
name, MFi = {f1(m1),…, fp(mp)} is a set of measures m1,…, mp associated to 
aggregation functions f1,…, fp, ExtFi = {i Fi

1,…, iFi
x} is a set of fact instances, called 

fact extension. Each fact instance is defined by ∀k∈[1..x], iFi
k = [m1:v1,…, mp:vp] 

where v1,…, vp are the measure values. IStarFi: ExtFi→ExtStar(Fi) associates each fact 
instance to its linked dimension instances. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of constellation schema from the commercial domain. 

Example. The case study is taken from the commercial domain. Figure 1 shows a 
schema that supports analyses about amount orders and ordered product quantities. It 



is composed of one fact, named Order, and three dimensions, named Time, Customer, 
and Product. 

In a constellation, every component can be annotated with zero or more 
annotations (see section 2.3). 

2.2   Multidimensional Table 

The visualisation of constellations consists in displaying one fact according to several 
dimensions into a multidimensional table (MT). A MT is more complex than relations 
because it is organised according to a non-clear separation between structural aspects 
and data contents [8]. 

Definition. A multidimensional table T is defined as (ST, LT, CT, RT, AnnotateT) 
− ST = (F, {f1(m1), …,  fp(mp)}) is the subject of analysis, which is represented by 

the fact and its displayed measures f1(m1),…, fp(mp), 
− LT = (DL, HL, PL) represents the horizontal analysis axis where PL=<All, 

pHL
max, …, pHL

min> are displayed parameters of DL∈StarC(F) and HL∈HDL is the 
current hierarchy of DL, 

− CT = (DC, HC, PC>) represents the vertical analysis axis where PC=<All, 
pHC

max, …, pHC
min>, HC∈HDC and DC∈StarC(F), HC is the current hierarchy, 

− RT = pred1 ∧ … ∧ preds is a normalised conjunction of predicates (restrictions of 
dimension data and fact data). 

− AnnotateT is a set of local annotations of the MT elements (see section 2.3). 
Example. The following figure depicts an MT example, which displays amount 

orders according to the temporal axis and the customer axis. Note that a MT 
represents an excerpt of data recorded in a constellation. 

T1 = (S1, L1, C1, R1, ∅) with:  
− S1=(F_ORDER, {SUM(Amount)});  
− L1=(D_TIME, HTPS, <All, YEAR, MONTH_NUMBER>);  
− C1=(D_CUSTOMER, HGEO, <All, COUNTRY, CITY>);  
− R1=D_PRODUCT.ALL = ‘all’. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of multidimensional table displaying an analysis. 

As it is the case for a constellation, every row or every cell of a MT may be 
annotated with zero or more local annotations (see next section). 



2.3   An Integrated Annotation Model 

In order to annotate a multidimensional database, we provide a specific annotation 
model that is directly integrated into the multidimensional model. The proposed 
annotation model is collaboration-oriented. It provides functionalities that allow users 
to share information and to discuss directly in context, through the MT. Therefore, an 
annotation can be defined at two specific levels of the MDB. 

− A global annotation concerns a conceptual component of a constellation (fact, 
measure, dimension, hierarchy, parameter, weak attribute). Such annotations are 
independent of any context (MT); they are displayed in any MT including the 
globally annotated element. 

− A local annotation concerns a specific component of a given MT. These 
annotations are only displayed in the specific context corresponding to the MT. 

As for paper, an MDB annotation is twofold, it consists in: 
− subjective information that corresponds to its content (e.g. a text typed by 

decision-makers) and at least one type. Indeed, an annotation may be associated 
with one or many types in order to allow experts to describe it. This makes its 
understanding easier without having to read its content. In a decisional-support 
system context, we define some specific types: a commentary, a question, an 
answer to an existing annotation, a conclusion, many links to another MT, many 
links to legacy documents… 

− objective data (also called meta-data) that corresponds to its unique identifier, its 
creation date, its creator identifier (the user identifier who has created this 
annotation), a link to the parent annotation (when answering to another 
annotation) and an anchor to annotated data. 

When an annotation is created, the set of objective data is automatically generated 
by the system, e.g. the anchor that corresponds to the location of the annotated data. 
The set of subjective information is formulated by the user that creates the annotation. 

To illustrate the concept of annotation, we detail in next sections the definition of 
an annotation anchor and we give examples of anchors from the case study. 

2.3.1   Anchor Definition 
During an analysis, decision makers visualize synthesized data through MT. These 
MT can be manipulated by the use of commands defined by the related agebra [11]. 
Thus, an MT evolves and its annotations should evolve the same way. That is why 
anchors cannot be specified with a coordinate-based system. That is why we define a 
unique anchoring structure, which relies on a path-like notation that can be 
generalized to any multidimensional database. It allows to express both local and 
global annotations, and is independent of any chosen implantation.  

In next definitions, we note [elt]? to indicate that elt is optional, [elt]* to 
indicate that elt can be repeated 0 or n times, {elt1|elt2} to indicate an 
alternative between elt1 and elt2, and ̂  corresponds to an empty path.  

Let us consider CONS as a constellation, MT as a multidimensional table, Fact as a 
fact, measure as a measure, f(m) as an aggregation function applied to a measure. 
Moreover, val corresponds to a specific value of the measure, Dim is a dimension, 



Hier is a hierarchy, param is a dimension attribute (parameter or a weak attribute) and 
valueP is a value of a dimension attribute. 

Definition. An anchor is defined as (S, D1, D2) where 
− S = ^ | {CONS | MT}[.Fact[[/measure | /f(m)][=val]?]*]? designates a path to 

any fact or measure used in a constellation or in a MT, 
− D1 = ^ | Dim[.Hier[/param[=valueP]?]*]? designates a path concerning the a 

first dimension (row or column of the MT), 
− D2 = ^ | Dim[.Hier[/param[=valueP]?]*]? designates a path concerning the 

second dimension (row or column of the MT). 
If the two dimensions D1 and D2 are given, the system is able to identify a specific 

cell in the MT. Thanks to this anchoring structure and to the different combinations of 
values that it allows, annotations can be easily stored in the multidimensional 
database and be retrieved and displayed in a specific MT for instance. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of annotations on a multidimensional table as well as on the MDB schema. 

2.3.2   Application 
In figure 3, two users annotate the constellation C1 and a multidimensional table 
MT1. The first user, noted U1, annotates MT1 with A7, A8, A9, and A10. The 
annotation A9 is a question. This is the root of a discussion thread. The second user, 
noted U2, has annotated C1 with the annotations from A1 to A6. He also answers to 
A9 with the annotation A11. 

The anchor for each annotation from figure 3 is: 



− A1: (^, D_CUSTOMER, ^) or (^, ^, D_CUSTOMER). This anchor supposes 
that the annotation concerns the D_CUSTOMER dimension. The annotation is 
displayed every time the D_CUSTOMER dimension is used. To associate this 
annotation to this dimension when it is linked to the fact F_ORDER the anchor 
should be transformed in (C1.F_ORDER, D_CUSTOMER, ^). 

− A2: (^, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO, ^) or (^, ^, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO). 
− A3: (^, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/YEAR, ^) or (^, ^, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/ 

YEAR). 
− A4: (^, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/YEAR/DATE_DESC, ^). 
− A5: (C1.F_ORDER, ^, ^). 
− A6: (C1.F_ORDER/AMOUNT, ^, ^). 
− A7: (MT1, D_TIME.HTPS/YEAR=‘2007’, ^). 
− A8: (MT1, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/COUNTRY=‘France’/CITY=‘Toulouse’, ^). 
− A9: (MT1.F_ORDER/SUM(AMOUNT), D_TIME.HTPS/YEAR = ‘2007’/ 

MONTH_NUMBER = ‘6’, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/COUNTRY = 
‘France’/CITY = ‘Toulouse’). The annotation concerns the different values 
stored in the related cell. To annotate only one value corresponding to a specific 
measure of this cell, the annotation should be transformed in: 
(MT1.F_ORDER/AMOUNT.SUM = ‘4293’, D_TIME.HTPS/YEAR = 
‘2007’/MONTH-NUMBER = ‘6’, D_CUSTOMER.HGEO/COUNTRY = 
‘France’/CITY = ‘Toulouse’) 

− A10: (MT1, D_TIME.HTPS/YEAR=‘2007’, ^). 
− A11: A11 is identical to A9, only its content differs from the one of A9. 

3   R-OLAP Implementation 

The architecture of our annotation management system is illustrated in the following 
figure. We distinguish three main modules: the display interfaces, the engine and the 
R-OLAP storage. 

 

Fig. 4. Threefold annotation management system for multidimensional databases architecture. 

The display interfaces (GUI) allow decision-makers to make interactions with the 
constellation. They enable to display analyses through MT, which are defined from 
the constellation schema. Thanks to the annotation management system integrated to 



the MDB, users can annotate the constellation schema and the MT via global and 
local annotations. 

The query engine translates user interactions into SQL queries. Correctness of 
query expressions is validated through the meta-base. These SQL queries are sent to 
the databases; results are sent back to the GUI. 

The R-OLAP data warehouse is an RDBMS storing multidimensional data, meta-
data and annotations. 

3.1   Metabase 

The constellations are implemented in an R-OLAP context. To store the 
multidimensional structures, we have defined meta-tables that describe the 
constellation. 

 

Fig. 5. Metabase for storing a constellation. 

Example. Figure 5 describes the constellation structure illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
multidimensional concepts are described by META_FACT, META_DIMENSION 
and META_HIERARCHY. Each star schema (one fact and its linked dimensions) is 
described by META_STAR. META_MEASURE and META_ATTRIBUTE describe 
respectively the fact measures and the dimension attributes. The hierarchical 
organisation of dimension attributes is described by META_LEVEL. 



3.2   Snowflake Database 

An important challenge for storing annotations is the implementation of anchors. To 
associate each annotation to a unique row in the R-OLAP database, we adopt a 
snowflake data schema [9]. A snowflake schema consists in normalising dimensions 
according to hierarchies to eliminate redundancy; the annotations require a unique 
“anchor” in the database. Note that this implementation choice keeps the maintenance 
of large dimension tables easy. 

Example. The following figure shows the R-OLAP implementation of the 
constellation illustrated in Fig. 1 according to a snowflake modelling. 

 

Fig. 6. R-OLAP snowflake schema. 

We use a snowflake schema to store detailed data. It is important to note that these 
tables must be completed with pre-aggregated tables for improving query 
performances. 

3.3   Annotation Storage 

We have to provide a mechanism for storing global and local annotations into the 
same structure. The main problem consists in implementing the formal anchoring 
technique (described in section 2.3.1) meanwhile providing a homogeneous way to 
manage the annotations such that: 

− some annotations may be anchored to meta-data, 
− some annotations may be directly associated to analysed data, 
− some annotations may be anchored to aggregated data, which may not be stored. 
Our solution consists in storing annotations into a single table whose schema is 

composed of the following columns: 
− PK is the annotation identifier, 
− NTABLE is the table or a meta-table where the annotated data is stored, 
− ROW is an internal row identifier used in the database system related to the 

annotated data of the NTABLE, 
− COL stores the attribute name of annotated data. Note that if the annotation is 

anchored to the multidimensional structure, the annotation is anchored to a row 



in a meta-table (COL is null) whereas if the annotation is associated to a value, 
COL is valued. 

− DESC stores the annotation content. 
− LOCAL represents the annotation scope. When the annotation is local to a 

multidimensional table, then this attribute is valued. 
− TYPE describes the annotation type (comment, question, answer, 

conclusion…). 
− DATE stores the creation date of the annotation. 
− PARENT represents a relationship between annotations. The attribute is used to 

store a discussion thread (for example, an answer following a question). 
− AUTHOR is the author of the annotation. 
Example. The following table (Fig. 7) stores annotations. The 1st row stores the 

global annotation A1, which is anchored to the dimension D_CUSTOMER. This 
anchor, conceptually noted (^, D_CUSTOMER, ^), is stored into the columns 
NTABLE and ROW; the annotation A1 is anchored to the row identified by @2 in the 
meta-table META_DIMENSION. 

ANNOTATION
PK NTABLE ROW COL DESC LOCAL TYPE DATE PARENT AUTHOR

1 META_DIMENSION @2 A1 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
2 META_HIERARCHY @7 A2 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
3 META_ATTRIBUTE @23 A3 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
4 META_ATTRIBUTE @20 A4 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
5 META_FACT @41 A5 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
6 META_MEASURE @43 A6 Comment 02/04/2007 U2
7 D_YEAR @100 YEAR A7 Comment 02/04/2007 U1
8 D_CITY @101 CITY A8 V1 Question 02/04/2007 U1
9 MV1 @200 AMOUNT A9 V1 Comment 02/04/2007 U1

10 META_ATTRIBUTE @18 A10 V1 Comment 02/04/2007 U1
11 MV1 @200 AMOUNT A11 V1 Answer 03/04/2007 9 U2  

Fig. 7. Storage of the annotations. 

Note that annotations A1 to A6 are global annotations associated to the 
constellation schema. They are associated to the meta-data tables. In the same way, 
the local annotation A10 is associated to the meta-data tables. 

The global annotation A7 and the local annotation A8 are related to detailed values 
(of dimension parameters). Let us considers that D_YEAR and D_CITY contain 
respectively the following rows [@100, y1, 2007] and [@101, ci1, Toulouse, co1]; 
these rows are linked in the storage table by annotations. The attributed ROW and 
COL are used to locate these annotate data of the snowflake tables. 

The annotations A9 and A11 are related to an aggregated value of the measure 
AMOUNT. In order to define this annotation anchor, this aggregated data must be 
materialised. The MT is calculated from the following SQL query, noted V1: 

SELECT year,month_number,country,city,SUM(amount) AS amount 
FROM F_ORDER, 
     D_CUSTOMER, D_CITY, D_COUNTRY, 
     D_TIME, D_MONTH, D_YEAR 
WHERE F_ORDER.idc    =D_CUSTOMER.idc 
  AND D_CUSTOMER.idci=D_CITY.idci 
  AND D_CITY.idco    =D_COUNTRY.idco 



  AND F_ORDER.idt    =D_TIME.idt 
  AND D_TIME.idm     =D_MONTH.idm 
  AND D_MONTH.idy    =D_YEAR.idy 
GROUP BY year,month_number,country,city; 

When an annotation is a local annotation, the column LOCAL is valued by its SQL 
query name; e.g. local annotations A8, A9, A10 and A11 are associated to V1. 

An important problem is the storage of annotations associated with aggregated 
values in the MT because these aggregated values are not stored. To store these 
annotations, we trigger an aggregation of calculated aggregated values. In our 
example, we note MV1 the materialized view of V1; MV1 stores only aggregated 
values which are annotated from the multidimensional table. 

MV1
ROWID year month_number country city amount
@200 2007 6 France Toulouse 4293  

Fig. 8. Storage of annotated aggregated values. 

Note that only annotated aggregated values may be materialised. A more complex 
approach may exploit pre-aggregated views, which are used to improve query 
calculus in current data warehousing approaches. We do not investigate this solution 
in this paper. 

5   Concluding Remarks & Future Works 

This paper described an implementation of an annotation management system for 
multidimensional databases. Every piece of multidimensional data can be associated 
with zero or more superimposed information called annotations. We conceive 
annotations with the objective of storing decision-makers remarks about 
multidimensional data that would otherwise have not been kept in a traditional 
database. We provide annotations for a personal use to remind any information 
concerning analysed data as well as for a collective use to materialise and to share 
decision-makers’ expertise to facilitate collaborative analyses and decisions. 

Our solution allows decision-makers to annotate multidimensional data at various 
levels of granularities – fact, dimension, hierarchy, attributes, detailed or aggregated 
values. Annotations assist users in understanding MDB structures and decisional 
analysis expressed through MT. Global annotations are expressed on the MDB 
schema components and they are transparently propagated into the MT where local 
annotations are added according to the analysis context. 

We investigated how the global and local annotations can be stored into a 
homogeneous structure. We develop a relational meta-database describing 
constellation components; these metadata are associated to global annotations. We 
also described an R-OLAP environment where multidimensional data are stored into 
snowflake relations. The normalised dimensions allow the system to annotate detailed 
multidimensional data. In this normalised framework, we are interested in 



determining which aggregated information to materialise annotated aggregated 
values. 

In our current system, global annotations are propagated into local analysis 
contexts. In addition, it would also be interesting to prospect how to detect similarities 
between analyses in order to propagate annotations from the local analysis context to 
similar analysis contexts. We also investigate opportunities for integrating annotations 
into the lattice of materialised views, which is only used to improve query 
computation in our current approach. Future works will revisit materialised view 
selection algorithms for determining relevant materialised views according to 
annotations. 
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